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hh2 Cloud Services Simplifies Labor Hour Reporting 

Kaysville, UT 12/10/2020: hh2 Cloud Services today announced the completion of Approval 
Roadblocks, a new feature added to their already robust construction industry payroll product: 
Remote Payroll. Approval Roadblocks offers a convenient way for construction company 
managers to, in one view, understand the ebb and flow of labor hour approval all the way up 
the management path. 

“The Approval Roadblocks user experience comes from the on-the-ground needs of 
construction field supervisors and payroll managers further up the management path,” said Erik 
Helton, an hh2 Cloud Services developer. “Labor hours often ascend through multiple levels of 
approval. We made it easy for field managers, project managers, payroll managers, and those in 
other leadership roles to quickly grasp who along the approval path owns labor approvals and if 
those approvals have been granted.” 

hh2 Cloud Services intends to save companies time and hassle by putting labor hour approvals 
for entire crews into one quick view on payroll managers’ desktops. 

“It’s all about simplicity,” said Dennis Dorrity, VP of Marketing. “Construction company 
profitability is all about billing hours. We want to make it so our customers don’t lose the value 
of even one hour.” 

Features and benefits of Approval Roadblocks include: 

• A quick method to identify and eliminate labor approval bottlenecks 
• Approval status reports broken out by management levels 
• A drill-down view of labor hour approval statuses for individual employees 
• An at-a-glance report of approval permissions based on manager rolls 
• Significant time savings for managers with labor hour approval roles 

Approval Roadblocks is available to current hh2 Remote Payroll customers, with flexible pricing 
based on use. For more information on Approval Roadblocks, visit hh2.com. 

About hh2 Cloud Services: After nearly two decades, hh2 Cloud Services continues to 
advance cloud-based services for construction companies. hh2 offers point solutions for 
time entry, punch clock, AP routing & approval, credit card transaction coding, 
reimbursement coding, routing & approval, human resources, daily logs, service 
management, data aggregation, and pay stubs. hh2 also provides the most robust 
integration of construction accounting systems with the Universal Construction Model® 
(UCM®). 


